
OPEN SUBGROUPS IN CHARACTER GROUPS

$ ~ (Shin Hong Chul)

This note is a study in locally compact abelian

groups. and is concerned with orthogonal pairs

defined by two groups. It refers to open subgroups

in a group of an orthogonal pair and the character

group of the other group.

To simplify our discussions, we recall some

knowledge assumed as known. and also introduce

some notations.

We say that two groups G and X form a PAIR.

whenever there is given for every pair of elements

of XfG and t;fX a product xt;=t;x. continuous

and distributive in both variables and whose

values are in K. In a pair G and X we denote

the elements of G by small italic letters: x. y, ...•

and the elements of X by small Greek letters:

1;, 1), ••••

Let H be a subset of G in a pair G and X.

We call the set of all elements I; of X for which

xl;=O for every XfH the ANNIHILATOR

eX. ll]. Similarly with G. X interchanged. In

particular. a pair G and X is called ORTHOGO

NAL if

(G. X]= {O} and [X. G]= {OJ.

We say that a group G has A COMPACT

GENERATOR if there exists a nucleus V of G

such that G is generated by V and V is compact.

A mapping J of a set G into a set X is called

INJECTIVE if the condition x=\=y (where x, YEG)

Implies f(x)=\=f(y).

Frequently used symbols.

C=An infinite cyclic group.

D=The additive real group.

K=The additive group of the reals mod

Z=A finite abelian group.
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G.=The subgroup (0, .. •• 0, G•• 0.···. 0 in a
external direct sum G of group of a finite system

G,.· .., G••

xi=An element (0, .... o. X" 0.· ... 0) of G•.

A.=A nucleus determined dy its radius kin K.

W(F. A.)=The set of characters of a group G

carrying a compact subset F of G into A..
R,=A mapping: t;-+xe in a pair G and X,

where efX and x is a fixed element of G.

KaC·lJeZ=A direct sum of groups K.C,D, and

Z, where the finite numbers a, b, anc c indicate

their numbers of groups respectively. We call

such a group the fundamental group.

If a group G has. a compact generator, G is

the direct sum of its maximal compact subgroup

HI and the fundamental group H2 isomorphic-- to

C"IY. n

If a pair G and X is orthogonal and H is a

subgroup of G. then Hand X/eX.H) are ortho

gonal under the following multiplication: if. xfH

and I;*f X/eX.HJ, then ~*=xe for l;fe*.
In an orthogonal pair G and X. let G* be the

character group of X. Then there exists a natural

homomorphism F: x-+x* of G into G* such that

x*(I;)=xt;. where I;fX

(LEMto.1A 1) Let G* be a direct sum of a finite

system G\. ·..G•. Suppose that the group G and a

group X form an orthogonal paIr. Let Gi* be the.

character group of X/eX, GiJ. g, the natural

homomorphism of X on X/eX, G,], and Fi the

natural homomorphism of Gi into G.*. Then the

Pontrjagin Duality Theorem holds in the pair G

and X if Fi(Gi)=Gi*:;;;;d;i and the algebraic subg

roup XGi*gi is closed in the character group G*

of X

PROOF. If XI* fG,*, then the resultant x/fg.



of g; and x;* is a character of X. If F is any

compact subset of X and A. any nucleus of X.

we may choose as nuclear base for the subspace

G;*g; of G* the famiIly of all the sets W*(F. A.)

nG;*g;. Let V;(g,(F).A.) be the nucleus of G;*

determined by g;(F) and A.. Then we have

W.*(F. A.) nG;g;=V,(gi(F). A.)g,. Let Wi(F.A.)

= V;(g;(F). A.)g;.

We shall now show that every Fi : G;-+G.*
induces an isomorphism of Gi onto Gi*g;. Define

a mapping f,:G;4Gi*g, on Gi by f.(x;) = Fi(X;)g.

=X;*gi' Then we have

/;(xi)(f)=Fi(Xi)g.{t;)=€x.

for all f;f.X. If x;. y; f. G;. then

li(X;+Yi)(f;)=f;(x. +y,)

=/;(x;)(r;)+];(Yi)(f;)

=(/,(x;)+/i(y;))(r;).

It follows by the continuity of Fi that for a

nucleus Vi(gi(F). A.) there exists a nucleus U of

Gi such that F;(U)(gi(F))CLt,. Then we have

/;(Xi)(F) =Fbi)(g. (F))cA.

for everyx.-f.U. Hence J; is a homomorphism of G.

into Gi*g•. Furthennore. the set Hi of all elem

ents x.-f.Gi for which Xi*gi(f;)=f;gi=O for all

t;Ex. Then we have Hi={O}. It follows by the

isomorphism F; that for a nucleus U of G; there

exists a nucleus Vi(Q. A.) of G;'" such that V,

(Q. A.)cF;(U). where Q is a compact subset of

X/CX. G;). Take a nucelus U'of X so that ut
is compct. Since Q is contained in a set of finite

unions of sets g;(f;;+U'). where f;,-f.X. we can

construct a compact subset F of X for which

QCgi(F). Then we have Vi(g;(F). A.)c V;(Q.

A.). and so Vi(g;(F). A.)cFi(U). whene W;(F.

A.C/;(U). Hence if follows that 11 is an isom

orphism of G onto G;*g.

LetG**= XG;*gi' Then

r"f.G;*g; n(G,*gl + .. ·+G;*_,gl-l +G*i+tg;+\+...
+G.*g.),

implies C=x;*g. and

r..=XI*gl +"'+X*;_lg;_1 +.r*.+tg.+, + ·"+x*.g•.
For all f;f.X. we have

Xi*g;(r;)=XI*gl(f)+···+X*.+\gi+\(f)

+x*;+lgi+I(t;)+· ..+x.*g.(f;).
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and so

f;Xi=eX, +... +ex;_, +f;Xi+\ +·..ex•.

This gives us the contradiction

x.=xl+"·+X;_1 +X;+I+·"+X••

whence '=0. Thus the represetation of G** is

unique.

Now define a mapping J:X~ZXi*gi on G by

(Xx;*g;)(e)=xx;*g.{t;)=Xt;Xi=ex.

where x=Zx; f.X. Then we have f(x)=Z/;(Xi).

Since every J; is a isomorphic mapping. / is an

isomorphism of G onto G**. Furthermore. a cha

racter ef.X of G* implies

e(XXi*gi)=(Zx;*gD(f;)=ex.

Because of the orthogonality and the closed subset.

~:G.*g, we have

ex, G**)=Cx' GJ= {DJ

and so

G**=(G*. {O} )=G*.

Hence G**=G*. and G is the character group of

X. We can conclude that the Pontrjagin Duality

Theorem holds in the pair G and X

(LEMMA 2) Let G be a group which has a

compact generator. and G=HI +H2 (Ref. 1).

Suppose that the _roup G and a group X form

an orthogonal parr. Let H;* be the character

group of X/CX. H;J and g; the natural homom

orphism of X on X/CX. H;). Then the Pontrjagin

Duality Theorem holds in the pair G and X if

the algebraic subgoup XH;*g, is closed m the

character group G* of X and X/CX. H2J;;;;,j«D'-

PROOF. Let Ft be the natural homomorphism

of HI into HJ*. Refering LEMMA I, it sufices

to prove that F,(H,)=H,*Q;{,//,. Since G has a

compact generator. there exists a nucleus W of

G for which

G=WU2WU,,,U nWU .. ·•

and nW is compact. Then the set -nW~n~H=, is co

mpact and

H,=(Wn H ,)UC2W nH,)U·..·
Hence HI is the group of countable unions of its

compact subsets. and so the continuous mapping

F, is open. Moreover. for xC ,*O)f.H, there exists

an element f;*f.X/Cx' H,J such that F,(x)(~*)

=~*xi=O. This implies that the character Flex)



is not null. That is to say. the kernel of F is

null. Hence F, is an isomorphic mapping of HI

O!l a subgroup FlHI ) of H,*. On. the other

hand. FI(H,) is a closed subgroup of H I * since

a group which is a T,·space is a Hausdorff space.

Because of the orthogonality we have (H,.FI(HI))

= {D). whence FI(H,)=(H,*. {D) )=H,*. Thus

F I is an isomorphism of H, onto H, *. and the

proof is finished.

(THEOREM) Let a pair C and X be orthog·

onal. Let H be an open subgroup C which has a

compact generator. and H=H,+H, (Ref. 0.
Then there exists an open subgroup H* in the

character group C* of X such that m'-'H* and

C/ H=---G* / H* if and only if the following condition

are satisfied:

(P. 1). The algebraiC subgroup IH.*g. j~

closed in G*. where H.* is the character group

of X/(X, H.J and gi is the natural homomorph·

ism of X on X/(X, HiJ.

(P. 2). x/ex. H,):::::cKQIY.

(P. 3). The set (X, HJ is compact.

(P. 4). For the pair G/H and (X, HJ thc

algebraic mapping: x*~R.*(x*( C/H) is injcctive.

PROOF. Suppose that a pair G and X satisfies

the conditions of proposition. Let g be the natural

homomorphism of X on X/eX. H). For every H.

of H. we have (X. H)c(X. H.].

and

g(Cx' H.J)=(X/(X. HJ. H.J.

This implies

X/(X,H.J~X/(x'HJ/(X/(X,HJ. H.].

Let Z.=X/CX.HJ/(X/(X,H). H.J. Let H.** be

the character group of Zi. and g,* the natural

homomorhpism of X/(x' H.J on Z•. Considering

the orthogonal pairs: H, and X/ex, H.J. H. and

Zi. we obtain H,r-../H.* and H,~H,** (Ref.

LEMMA 2). Then we have H,{;;;{,H,*g. and

H,:::::CHi**gi* (Re£. LEMMA I). and so I'H,*g.

c:=.Hr-../IH.**gi*. For every XEH there exists

x,.*EH,* and xi**(Hi** such that for every I;EX

(Ix. *g.)(I;) =2'x.*g.{I;) =2°~x,= I;x = 1;*x

=2'x.**gi*(I;*) = (2'X i**g.*)(1;*)

= (2'x,**g.*)(I;). where t;*=I;+(x'HJ
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This implies 2'H,*gi=2'H.**gi* in C*. On

the other hand. the set IHi**g.* is a subset of

the character group (G*. (X, HJ) of X/CX, HJ.

Now let H*=(G*. (X. H).) Then the set 2'H.**g.*

is closed in H*. Wc conclude from this with

the help of LEMMA 2 that each of the groups

H a'1d X/(X, H) is the character group of the

other.

The orthogonality of the pair C and X implies

((X. H). C/HJ={O). Since x*=\=y* (where x".
y*( G/H) implies R,*=\=Ry* (See (P. 4)). we

have (G/H. (X. H)J= {D). Hence the compact

group (X, H) and the discrete group G/H form

an orthogonal pair. which concludes that each of

two groups (X. H) and ClH is the character

group of the other.

By the character group C*/ H* of (X, HJ. we

have GIH;;;;:,G*IH*. By the character group H*

of X/eX. HJ we have Hr-../H*. Take a character

X*EX so that x*(CX,HJ);;;;:,A•. Then x*((x'H)) =0

and so x*(H*. This implies H*=W*((X,HJ.J1.).

that is to say. H* is an open subgroup of C*.

We shall show that the four condition of pro

position are necessary. Let q> be the isomorphism

of H onto H*. Let V be a nucleus. which gen

erates H. and whose closure is compact. Then

V*=q;l(V) is a nucleus which generates H*. Since

q>(V) is compact and V*cq>(V). the closure V*

is compact. It then follows that H* has a compact

generator and it is expressible in the form H* =
H,*+H,*. We see that HiC>f.H,*. In fact. the

compact subgroup q>(H,) is contained in H*. and

also HI contains the compact subgroup q>-'(HI*),

whence q>(H,)=HI*. i.eoo H,r-../H,*. We have
H/H,{;;;{,H*/HI*. and so H2,-...,H2*,-....,CQ!Y.

Suppose t;E(X. HJ and €KX. H*). By the fact

H<Y.H*. each of two groups H <l,"-d X/eX. H*) is

the character group of the other. Now construct

an orthogonal pair Hand X/CX. H*). Then

xe=xe*4=O (where ~*=e+(x' H*)) for some

x(H. which is a contradiction. Then we have

(X. H)c(X, H*). Similarly. we have ex, H*)

c(X, HJ. Hence we cO:lclude (X,HJ=(X, H*).

In the same way. we see that (X. H, "=~X, H, *).



Replace Hby H*and put X/(X.H]=X/(X,H*)

and X/eX, H.]=X/(X, H.*) in the first paragr'

aph of proof of this theorem. Then we obtain

H*~Hi*gi' and H* is open. Then the SCI

ZHi*g, is closed in G*. which is (P. 0. The

character group X/eX. Hz*) ef Hz* implies

X/eX, Hz]=X/CX, Hz*)QfJ(alY. which shows
(P. 2).

The subgroup (X. H*) is the character group

of the discrete group G*/H*. and so (X.HJ=

(X. H*) is compact, which is (P. 3). Suppose

that x*=t=y* (where x*. y*EG/H) implies R.*=R,*

Then we have ~x*=ey* for all ef(X, H]. and

so x*=y*. This is a contradiction. Therfore the

algebraic mapping: x*-~R.* is inje::tive, which

shows CP. 4). The proof of THEOREM is fini

shed.

Dr, K. P. Yoon have assisted with the proofre

. ading. I take this opportunity to offer my sincere

·hanks to him.
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